Diio Mi’s FM Fares
and Market Sizes
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What is FM?
Ticket intelligence based on nearly a billion
settlements each year.
Diio Mi’s standard feature set includes U.S. passenger
traffic data made available to the domestic market by the
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT). But DOT lag
time can make airport marketing and air service
development particularly challenging.
Diio Mi FMd domestic fare and market size data, based on
ticket settlement data from ARC and IATA allows users to
get estimates of traffic for U.S. domestic routes much more
quickly than is possible with DOT data.
Data is available monthly, not quarterly, and is delivered 45
days after the close of the month. Need details by cabin
booked? FMd also includes class of service breakout.
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What is FM?
FM delivers the actual fares passengers paid—rather than fare
estimates based on less reliable booking data. FM combines
actual ticket data from travel agencies worldwide to estimate
the number of passengers who travel point to point around the
globe.
By aggregating ticket sale data from 30 global distribution
systems, including those in the U.S., FM builds confidence as
you calculate market sizes with unmatched precision.
Three FM options are available to Diio Mi airport subscribers:
FMd Domestic: Developed for U.S. airports to look at domestic
traffic
FMg Global: Developed for airports in Canada and airports and
DMOs in the Caribbean
FMi International: Developed for U.S. airports and DMOs
focused on U.S. to international markets
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How do I use booking and
ticketing data?
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Using FM in Diio Mi
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Examples of ticket data analysis using FM
Premium vs Economy Traffic Breakdown
Avg Fare:$483
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Premium traffic is attractive to
airlines – FM ticketing data allows
you to analyze traffic by service
class

Monthly historical passenger
trends give insight to traffic growth
and traffic seasonality
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